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Kechiche gives us one more richly complex image, Adle at the point of a triangle, the
foundational points being (A) that all important joyful painting of her and (B) Lise and

Emma so happy together, her blue outfit making her the glaring standout signifier. For
me this image signifies a couple of meanings: Her blue outfit again connects to

(conspicuously signifies) the blue in the painting of her, suggesting that this is the
final punctuation of her movement in that direction (as she is the point of the triangle,

this movement away from Emma is reinforced positionally as well), moving towards
Emmas vision of her, free now of Emma, she can embrace her own Self, the blue then
signifying not what it signified before forAdle, e.g., figurating Emma, or her need to fill
her void with Emma, but rather what the blue signified for Emma herself (as she wore
the color) and for us, a movement towards self-determination. That is, like Emma, she

will fill her own lack of that fulfillment void with a more self-determining Self, a
Sartrean signification of creating her own vision of herself. Year: 2013 Director:

Abdellatif Kechiche Country: France Language: French Three-hour movies usually are
the terrain of Westerns, period epics or sweeping, tragic romances. They dont tend to
be intimate character pieces, but Blue Is the Warmest Color (La Vie DAdle Chapitres 1

et 2) more than justifies its length. A beautiful, wise, erotic, devastating love story,
this tale of a young lesbian couples beginning, middle and possible end utilizes its

running time to give us a full sense of two individuals growing together and apart over
the course of years.
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YTS.AM: YIFY Movies (the only official YIFY site) at and Blue Is the Warmest Color [BluRay] [720p] [YTS]
[YIFY] Adle is a high school student who is beginning to explore herself as a woman. She dates men but

finds no satisfaction with them sexually, and is rejected by a female friend who she does desire. She
dreams of something more. She meets Emma who is a free spirited girl whom Adles friends reject due
to her sexuality, and by association most begin to reject Adle. Her relationship with Emma grows into
more than just friends as she is the only person with whom she can express herself openly. Together,
Adle and Emma explore social acceptance, sexuality, and the emotional spectrum of their maturing
relationship. Download newest official YIFY movies first from only! The sensation of the Cannes Film

Festival and the most controversial film of the year, Blue is the Warmest Color made cinema history as
the first film ever awarded the Palme dOr to both its director and its actresses. In a star-making role,

Adle Exarchopoulos is Adle, a passionate young woman who has a yearning she doesnt quite
understand until a chance encounter with the blue-haired Emma ignites a flame and brings her to life.
La Seydoux (Midnight in Paris) gives a fearless performance as Emma, the older woman who excites
Adles desire and becomes the love of her life. Abdellatif Kechiches (The Secret of the Grain) intimate

epic of tenderness and passion charts their relationship over the course of several years, from the
ecstasy of a first kiss to the agony of heartbreak. Pulsing with gestures, embraces, furtive exchanges,
and arias of joy and devastation, Blue is the Warmest Color is a profoundly moving hymn to both love

and life. 5ec8ef588b
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